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Data Release: Consumer confidence declines in November, but remains at an elevated level 

 Consumer confidence came in weaker than expected in November, falling by 5.8 points to 88.7. The move 
surprised to the downside, with the consensus forecast calling for a modest increase to 96.0.   

 Both the present situation and future expectations sub-components fell on the month, with the bulk of the 
declines coming from the forward looking measure – which fell from 93.8 to 87.0. The present situation 
sub-component declined by 3.1 points, landing at 91.3.  

 In terms of overall business conditions, respondents were slightly less optimistic about the near-term 
outlook, with only 17.6% believing  conditions will improve over the next six-months – down from the 19.4% 
reported the month prior.  

 Respondents were also slightly less upbeat on the labor market outlook, with 15.0% believing that jobs will 
be more plentiful over the next six-months – down from the 16.0% reported in October.  

 Intentions to increase purchases on big-ticket items including automobiles and homes each notched 
modest gains on the month, rising to 11.0% (up from 10.8%) and 5.8% (up from 5.7%), respectively.   

Key Implications 

 While the headline reading was certainly disappointing, we cannot overlook the considerable progress that 
has been made over the course of 2014, with consumer confidence remaining near its highest level since 
late-2007. Moreover, some of the downturn captured in this month's survey may be a result of respondents 
feeling cautious about the near-term outlook following the increased volatility in financial markets in late 
October.  

 Respondents felt less optimistic about the current employment situation, but the magnitude of the shift in 
sentiment was relatively small. As it stands, we remain confident in the medium-term outlook of the labor 
market. Employment growth has remained robust through much of 2014, while the rate of job openings has 
recently notched a thirteen year high. Further improvement in labor market conditions should soon start to 
manifest in more pronounced wage growth, providing further support to consumer spending.  

 One of the more encouraging aspects of this report was the fact that plans to purchase a home over the 
next six-months continued to inch higher. With affordability remaining good, credit conditions gradually 
easing and ongoing improvements in the labor market expected we continue to anticipate a strengthening 
in the housing recovery over the coming years.  
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